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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

KEY FINDINGS

More than half (67 percent) of surveyed micro, small, and medium enterprises (MSMEs) reported using digital tools for business purposes in the past year during COVID-19.

Surveyed online MSMEs recognized the importance of embracing new digital tools during COVID-19. A higher percentage of online MSMEs reported recently using Facebook apps than other digital tools for common business activities about which they were asked. For example, 21 percent of surveyed online MSMEs reported that they used Facebook apps to communicate with suppliers in the past 30 days, while only six percent of online MSMEs reported using other digital tools to do the same in the same timeframe.

Digital tools helped surveyed online MSMEs adapt to COVID-19: 50 percent of surveyed online MSMEs reported that digital tools were important or essential to keeping their business running during COVID-19, and more than half (55 percent) of surveyed online MSMEs reported that digital payment tools helped them adapt to the COVID-19 environment.

India is one of the world’s largest economies, with a large micro, small, and medium enterprise (MSME) sector underpinning its consistent growth until the COVID-19-induced economic slowdown in 2020. By allowing some MSMEs to quickly pivot online and maintain their core business functions, digital tools (defined here as internet-based technologies) have become increasingly important to India’s MSME community during the pandemic.

A survey conducted by DAI and Ipsos from June-August 2021 found that more than two-thirds (67 percent) of surveyed MSMEs in India were online, meaning that they used digital tools for business purposes in the past year during COVID-19. Similarly, the percentage of surveyed MSMEs who reported using digital tools for business purposes remained roughly similar prior to the COVID-19 pandemic (64 percent), in the past year during COVID-19 (67 percent), and in the past 30 days (65 percent).

---

i “Digital tools” refers to Internet-based technologies and social media. This is a broad term that includes the use of the internet in any of the following activities: social media platforms, such as Facebook, Facebook Messenger, Facebook Marketplace, WhatsApp, or Instagram; other social media platforms, such as Twitter, TikTok, LinkedIn, SnapChat, Pinterest, Tumblr, Reddit, or YouTube; other messaging applications, such as Viber, Line, WeChat, QQ, or Telegram; business software or cloud computing, such as Microsoft Office, Word or Excel, Google Drive, Docs or Sheets, or Amazon Web Services); e-commerce websites, such as Amazon, Alibaba, Etsy, or Mercado Libre; email, such as Gmail, Hotmail, or Yahoo; mobile banking and digital payments, such as PayPal, Venmo, Yape, or Pin; videoconferencing, such as Zoom, Skype, or Google Hangouts.

ii The term “Facebook apps” refers to Facebook, WhatsApp, and Instagram.

iii Not all MSMEs who reported ever using digital tools for business purposes were considered “online” for the purposes of this survey. Surveyed MSMEs that did not report using digital tools in the past year were considered “offline,” regardless of their use of digital tools over a year ago and/or prior to the COVID-19 pandemic. Because this subset of MSMEs no longer actively uses digital tools, they are not considered online MSMEs.

iv This report uses the term “micro, small, and medium enterprises” (MSMEs) to refer to the businesses surveyed for this research, in line with the terminology used by multilateral institutions such as the International Finance Corporation and the United Nations. Although many countries have different official definitions of MSMEs (including India, where the government officially classifies MSMEs based on investment and turnover), DAI applied a standardized definition for consistency across all survey countries, based on the number of full-time, part-time, or seasonal employees or workers (including the respondent): micro (one employee), small (two to nine employees), and medium (10 to 249 employees).

v Difference in use of digital tools for business purposes in the past year and use of digital tools for business purposes prior to COVID-19 is not statistically significant per Chi-squared goodness of fit test, adjusted p > 0.05. Difference in use of digital tools for business purposes in the past year and use of digital tools for business purposes in the past 30 days is not statistically significant per Chi-squared goodness of fit test, adjusted p > 0.05.
Many surveyed MSMEs in India were at an early stage of their digital transformation journey. Surveyed MSMEs, both online and offline, reported a strong preference for using offline methods\textsuperscript{vi} to conduct the business activities about which they were asked. Even among online MSMEs, a large majority of respondents cited offline methods as a key way of doing business. For example, 90 percent of surveyed online MSMEs reported that they used offline methods to communicate with customers in the past 30 days. However, surveyed MSMEs also recognized the importance of embracing new digital tools during COVID-19: 50 percent of surveyed online MSMEs reported that digital payment tools were important or essential to keeping their business running during COVID-19, and more than half (55 percent) of surveyed online MSMEs reported that digital payment tools helped them adapt to the COVID-19 environment. Additionally, a higher percentage of surveyed online MSMEs reported using Facebook apps than other digital tools for each business activity about which they were surveyed. For example, 21 percent of surveyed online MSMEs reported that they used Facebook apps to communicate with suppliers in the past 30 days, while only six percent of surveyed online MSMEs reported using other digital tools to communicate with suppliers in the past 30 days.

Both surveyed online and offline MSMEs reported facing similar difficulties when using digital tools. A lack of knowledge was a key barrier that both surveyed online and offline MSMEs reported when using digital tools. Forty-two percent of surveyed online MSMEs and 51 percent of surveyed offline MSMEs reported that lack of knowledge was a difficulty their business faced in using digital tools. For online and offline MSMEs alike, this was the most frequently cited difficulty and most challenging difficulty they faced. Similarly, poor or no internet connectivity and high costs were the second and third-most frequently cited difficulties across both groups, respectively. Especially given the overlap between the difficulties that surveyed online and offline MSMEs reported facing, these findings suggest that stakeholders in the public, private, and development sectors could consider investments that address common roadblocks for both online and offline MSMEs, such as information sharing and capacity building activities to expand awareness and usage of digital tools, while also addressing key enabling environment barriers such as connectivity.

With concentrated efforts by policymakers and other stakeholders to address the key barriers faced by both surveyed online and offline MSME segments, India’s MSME sector will be well-positioned to increasingly integrate and harness the power of digital tools to improve business outcomes and build resilience to future economic shocks. These efforts have the potential to help entrepreneurs and business owners across the MSME sector to equitably access and use digital tools to support key business functions. This will, in turn, enable India to accelerate its inclusive economic growth outcomes aligned to the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), a collection of 17 interlinked global development goals agreed to by United Nations Member States in 2015.

\textsuperscript{vi} The term “offline methods” includes face-to-face interaction, paper-based methods such as letters, fliers or billboards, and through a telephone call, SMS, or text message (does not include WhatsApp).
INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

India is one of the world’s largest economies, with a large micro, small, and medium enterprise (MSME) sector underpinning its consistent growth until the COVID-19-induced economic slowdown in 2020. By allowing some MSMEs to quickly pivot online and maintain their core business functions, digital tools (defined here as internet-based technologies) have become increasingly important to India’s MSME community during the pandemic.

A new survey conducted by DAI and Ipsos from June to August 2021 collected evidence directly from 1,030 MSME owners and top-level managers in India to understand how MSMEs have used digital tools to carry out business activities, how their digital tool use changed during the COVID-19 pandemic, and the challenges both offline and online MSMEs face in using digital tools. Research findings also delve into differences in digital tool use across key business segments within India, such as women-owned MSMEs and MSMEs working in specific sectors.

When entrepreneurs across the MSME sector can equitably access and use digital tools in support of key business functions, India will accelerate its inclusive economic growth outcomes aligned to the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), a collection of 17 interlinked global development goals agreed to by United Nations Member States in 2015.

How this research aligns with the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)

In 2015, United Nations Member States adopted 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) as a cornerstone of their 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development, articulating a shared vision of urgent global priorities for the planet and its people. Recognizing the importance of their urgent call to action, this survey framework and findings tie back to multiple SDGs to inform policy and programs targeting these global goals. After assessing how online and offline MSMEs conduct basic business functions, the survey identified challenges that such MSMEs face regarding their digital tool usage, or lack thereof. These insights tie to SDG 9: Industry, Innovation, and Infrastructure, which calls for a significant increase in access to information and communications technology and for universal and affordable internet access. The survey also looked at how online MSMEs use digital tools for business purposes; specifically, it explored how their digital tool usage changed during the COVID-19 pandemic. By examining how MSMEs developed their economic resilience through the use of digital tools during the pandemic, this line of inquiry links to SDG 1: No Poverty and SDG 8: Decent Work and Economic Growth. Reporting on the women-owned MSME segment also sheds light on SDG 5: Gender Equality, with women-led enterprises using digital tools to enter the marketplace and contribute to the global economy. Similarly, reporting on the manufacturing and industry sector provides insights on SDG 9: Industry, Innovation, and Infrastructure, and reporting on the agriculture and food production sector aligns to SDG 2: Zero Hunger and SDG 12: Sustainable Production and Consumption. By concluding with suggested interventions for public, private, and development sector actors to address MSME challenges in using digital tools, the spirit of the survey embodies SDG 17: Partnerships for the Goals.

vii This report uses the term “micro, small, and medium enterprises” (MSMEs) to refer to the businesses surveyed for this research, in line with the terminology used by multilateral institutions such as the International Finance Corporation and the United Nations. Although many countries have different official definitions of MSMEs (including India, where the government officially classifies MSMEs based on investment and turnover), DAI applied a standardized definition for consistency across all survey countries, based on the number of full-time, part-time, or seasonal employees or workers (including the respondent): micro (one employee), small (two to nine employees), and medium (10 to 249 employees).

viii “Digital tools” refers to Internet-based technologies and social media. This is a broad term that includes the use of the internet in any of the following activities: social media platforms, such as Facebook, Facebook Messenger, Facebook Marketplace, WhatsApp, or Instagram; other social media platforms, such as Twitter, TikTok, LinkedIn, SnapChat, Pinterest, TikTok, Reddit, or YouTube; other messaging applications, such as Viber, Line, WeChat, QQ, or Telegram; business software or cloud computing, such as Microsoft Office, Word or Excel, Google Drive, Docs or Sheets, or Amazon Web Services; e-commerce websites, such as Amazon, Alibaba, Etsy, or Mercado Libre; email, such as Gmail, Hotmail, or Yahoo; mobile banking and digital payments, such as PayPal, Venmo, Yape, or Plin; videoconferencing, such as Zoom, Skype, or Google Hangouts.

ix Research findings reported in this series should not be considered representative of country MSMEs due to the limitations of the surveys. See methodology appendices for more information.
COVID-19 AND MSMEs IN INDIA

The COVID-19 pandemic has presented significant challenges for India’s economy. After two decades of at least 6.5 percent annual economic growth, India’s GDP contracted by eight percent. Employing 120 million people and responsible for a third of India’s manufacturing output and nearly half of exports, India’s estimated 63.4 million MSMEs have been greatly affected by the pandemic. For example, an All India Manufacturers’ Organisation survey found that 35 percent of surveyed MSMEs reported closing their businesses due to COVID-19-related lockdowns. Similarly, an online Endurance International Group (EIG) survey of its MSME customers in India conducted in June 2020 found that a third of respondents reported temporarily shutting down their business during COVID-19.

In response to the COVID-19 pandemic, survey research indicates that MSMEs in India have increased their use of digital tools. On the e-commerce side, in a FedEx survey of 120 small and medium enterprises (SMEs) across 18 cities in India, conducted in late 2020, 30 percent of surveyed small, and 40 percent medium businesses reported that their e-commerce sales improved since the pandemic started. Similarly, the EIG survey found that 30 percent of surveyed MSMEs enabled e-commerce functionality or started a business website since the lockdown started. These survey findings align with a joint Unicommerce/Kearney report, which stated that India’s e-commerce sales grew 36 percent by volume and 30 percent by value year-on-year in the last quarter of 2020. To that end, 35 percent of small businesses and 54 percent of medium businesses surveyed as part of the FedEx report stated that they were optimistic about e-commerce increasing their profitability following the COVID-19 pandemic.

Social media use and digital payments also saw an uptick in usage among India’s MSME population during COVID-19. For example, 44 percent of small businesses on the FedEx survey stated that they had been using social media platforms to engage with their customers. Similarly, more than 50 percent of MSMEs on the EIG survey reported that they used WhatsApp to keep their business running during COVID-19. In terms of digital payments, 76 percent of surveyed small and 60 percent of medium businesses on the FedEx report reported that they saw an increase in digital payments made to them since the pandemic started. Similarly, 28 percent of small businesses and seven percent of medium businesses reported adopting digital wallets during the pandemic; 84 percent of surveyed SMEs reported that they had adopted internet banking during the pandemic. These findings indicate that surveyed MSMEs did increase their digital tool usage to keep their businesses running during the COVID-19 pandemic.
SAMPLE OVERVIEW

This survey had 1,030 MSME respondents comprised of business owners and top-level managers; the below percentages provide detail on the sample.

**Gender**
- 20% of MSMEs reported that the business had **female owner/s**
- 92% of MSME respondents were **male**
- 8% of MSME respondents were **female**

**Urbanicity**
- 64% of MSMEs were located in **urban areas**
- 24% of MSMEs were located in **suburban areas**
- 12% of MSMEs were located in **rural areas**

**Sector**
- 27% of MSMEs reported that their primary product or service was in the **hospitality** sector
- 26% of MSMEs reported that their primary product or service was in the **retail and e-commerce** sector
- 14% of MSMEs reported that their primary product or service was in the **manufacturing and industry** sector
- 11% of MSMEs reported that their primary product or service was in the **professional services** sector
- 6% of MSMEs reported that their primary product or service was in the **agriculture and food production** sector

**Customer base**
- 58% of MSMEs reported that their business primarily served **other businesses**
- 32% of MSMEs reported that their business primarily served **consumers**
- 11% of MSMEs reported that their business served **both businesses and consumers**

**Business owner education**
- 84% of MSMEs had business owners with a **secondary education or higher**
- 15% of MSMEs had business owners with **less than a secondary education**

**Age of business owner**
- 61% of MSMEs had business owners **aged 18-44**
- 38% of MSMEs had business owners **aged 45+**

**Bank account access**
- 71% of MSMEs reported that they had **access to a bank account**
MSMEs AND DIGITAL TOOL USE: SNAPSHOTS IN TIME

More than half of surveyed MSMEs in India reported using digital tools for business purposes prior to the COVID-19 pandemic, in the past year during COVID-19, and in the past 30 days. Surveyed online MSMEs reported that they primarily used their mobile phones to connect to the internet, highlighting the importance of mobile phones in doing business among India’s online MSMEs. An interview with Balamurugan Sundararajan, one of the co-founders of professional services MSME Kaigal, shows how one medium-sized enterprise in India is running an employment service using only digital tools – primarily Facebook apps. See page 11 for full case study.

More than half of surveyed MSMEs used digital tools for business purposes prior to the COVID-19 pandemic, in the past year during COVID-19, and in the past 30 days:

- 64% of MSMEs reported that they had ever used digital tools for business purposes prior to the COVID-19 pandemic
- 67% of MSMEs reported that they used digital tools for business purposes in the past year during COVID-19
- 65% of MSMEs reported that they had used digital tools for business purposes in the past 30 days

A large majority of surveyed online MSMEs used mobile phones to connect to the internet:

- 86% of online MSMEs reported that they primarily used a mobile phone to connect to the internet
- 12% of online MSMEs reported that they primarily used a laptop or PC to connect to the internet

---

x Not all MSMEs who reported ever using digital tools for business purposes were considered “online” for the purposes of this survey. Surveyed MSMEs that did not report using digital tools in the past year were considered “offline,” regardless of their use of digital tools over a year ago and/or prior to the COVID-19 pandemic. Because this subset of MSMEs no longer actively uses digital tools, they are not considered online MSMEs.

xi The term “Facebook apps” refers to Facebook, WhatsApp, and Instagram.

xii Difference in use of digital tools for business purposes in the past year and use of digital tools for business purposes prior to COVID-19 is not statistically significant per Chi-squared goodness of fit test, adjusted p > 0.05. Difference in use of digital tools for business purposes in the past year and use of digital tools for business purposes in the past 30 days is not statistically significant per Chi-squared goodness of fit test, adjusted p > 0.05.

xiii Other answer options included tablets, don’t know, or refused.
Similar percentages of surveyed women-owned and men-owned MSMEs reported using digital tools for business purposes prior to COVID-19, in the past year during COVID-19, and in the past 30 days. More specifically, 64 percent of surveyed men-owned and 63 percent of surveyed women-owned MSMEs reported that they had ever used digital tools for business purposes prior to the COVID-19 pandemic. The percentage of surveyed men-owned MSMEs who reported using digital tools for business purposes in the past year during COVID-19 increased to 68 percent and remained flat at 63 percent for women-owned MSMEs. In the past 30 days, it remained roughly constant (60 percent for women-owned MSMEs and 66 percent for men-owned MSMEs). These findings do not align with the 2019 After Access survey, which showed a 57 percent gender gap in internet use in India. This discrepancy could suggest that the gender gap may not extend to surveyed MSMEs.

However, a higher percentage of online women-owned MSMEs reported using certain digital tools than men-owned MSMEs in each time period. While some of these percentages were relatively similar across online women-owned and online men-owned MSMEs. For example, there was only a one- or two-percentage-point difference in the use of digital payment tools for business purposes across all three time periods (71 percent for online women-owned MSMEs and 70 percent for online men-owned prior to COVID-19, 82 percent for online women-owned and 80 percent for online men-owned in the past year during COVID-19, and 78 percent for online women-owned and 76 percent for online men-owned in the past 30 days). Some digital tools had wider usage gaps. For instance, there was at least an eight-percentage-point difference between online women-owned and online men-owned MSMEs when it came to videoconferencing. 24 percent of online women-owned MSMEs reported that they had ever used videoconferencing (e.g., Zoom, Skype) for business purposes prior to the COVID-19 pandemic, compared to 13 percent of men-owned MSMEs. These percentages increased slightly to 25 percent and 16 percent in the past year during COVID-19, then decreased to 21 percent and 13 percent in the past 30 days. Even though surveyed online women-owned MSMEs reported using digital tools for business purposes at a lower rate overall than online men-owned MSMEs, the survey results also show that each group used specific digital tools at different rates. These findings suggest that efforts to increase MSME digital tool usage will be more likely to succeed if tailored programming targets specific MSME segments—such as online women-owned and online men-owned MSMEs—with distinct business needs, as opposed to India’s MSME community as a whole.

---

xiv Among men-owned MSMEs, the difference in use of digital tools prior to COVID-19 and in the past year during COVID-19 is statistically significant per Chi-squared goodness of fit test, adjusted p < 0.05.
xv Among women-owned and men-owned MSMEs, the difference in use of digital tools in the past 30 days and in the past year during COVID-19 is not statistically significant per Chi-squared goodness of fit test, adjusted p > 0.05.
xvi Use of videoconferencing for business purposes prior to COVID-19 by gender owner is statistically significant per Chi-squared test of independence, adjusted p < 0.05.
xvii Among women-owned and men-owned MSMEs, the difference in use of videoconferencing in the past 30 days and in the past year during COVID-19 is not statistically significant per Chi-squared goodness of fit test, adjusted p > 0.05.

Among women-owned and men-owned MSMEs, the difference in use of videoconferencing in the past year and prior to COVID-19 is not statistically significant per Chi-squared goodness of fit test, adjusted p > 0.05.
Balamurugan Sundararajan (Mr. Bala) saw a business opportunity when he realized that unskilled and skilled blue-collar and entry-level job seekers in Tamil Nadu often lacked networks and professional connections to identify job openings. To address this imbalance, he and his co-founders created an online recruitment start-up in his hometown to connect job seekers and MSMEs looking for employees.

Because mobile penetration is relatively high in India, Mr. Bala and his business partners decided to leverage digital tools to reach their core demographic – job seekers. They use WhatsApp and Facebook Messenger to tap into the pool of people seeking entry-level positions. To start the process, Mr. Bala’s team posts available jobs on Kaigal’s Facebook page. Interested applicants respond back about specific job openings through Facebook Messenger, which also registers them in Kaigal’s systems. Once job seekers provide their contact information to the company, Kaigal uses the WhatsApp Business API to send automated messages with job openings in their local language. These innovative features have increased Kaigal’s response rate and improved engagement metrics with job seekers. As a result, Kaigal saw a 20 to 30 percent increase in users during the pandemic.

During the COVID-19 pandemic, Kaigal dramatically increased in popularity. Because so many people traveled back to their hometowns prior to lockdowns, the number of people seeking employment in Tamil Nadu went up significantly. With more people using their mobile phones to look for jobs during this period, Mr. Bala expanded Kaigal’s use of Facebook to engage with this new customer segment. As a result, Kaigal saw a 20 to 30 percent increase in users during the pandemic.

Mr. Bala’s MSME Kaigal embodies SDG 8: Decent Work and Economic Growth, by using digital tools to expand access to job opportunities and employment for India’s labor force. At the same time, Kaigal supports MSMEs to grow and scale their businesses with the labor that they require. This dual approach – supporting job seekers and supporting MSMEs simultaneously – promotes resilient economic growth in Tamil Nadu. In the future, Mr. Bala is interested in learning more about using advertisements to grow his business and explore WhatsApp’s full functionality to improve his customer engagement experience.

“Facebook still has great potential for us to reach out to people. [We] started out in one small town, wanted to see how this idea evolves. It has all happened and is happening because of Facebook.”
KEY INSIGHTS FOR POLICYMAKERS

Survey findings demonstrated that 64 percent of surveyed MSMEs in India reported using digital tools for business purposes prior to the COVID-19 pandemic, remaining relatively even at 67 percent in the past year during COVID-19 and 65 percent in the past 30 days. These survey results indicate that a critical mass of surveyed MSMEs in India have already begun their digital transformation process. This presents a promising opportunity for public, private, and development sector stakeholders to directly engage with those MSMEs that are not yet using digital tools, or that are not yet maximizing their digital tool use, to help them keep pace with market changes and stay competitive as their MSME peers digitize their business operations.

Throughout emerging markets, mobile phones are a key way that individuals access the internet. According to the survey results, surveyed online MSMEs in India were no exception. A large majority of surveyed online MSMEs (86 percent) reported that they primarily used mobile phones to connect to the internet, while only 12 percent of surveyed online MSMEs reported primarily using a laptop or PC for this purpose. According to GSMA’s *The State of Mobile Internet Connectivity 2021* report, smartphone adoption among adults in India increased from 22 percent in 2017 to 51 percent in 2020 – the largest increase in smartphone adoption in recent years among South Asian countries. In addition to smartphone uptake, the country’s users are among the largest consumers of data worldwide, due in part to widespread 4G coverage and data affordability. Given the already widespread (and growing) use of mobile phones to access the internet among surveyed MSMEs in India, public, private, and development sector stakeholders could look for opportunities to enhance MSME use of mobile internet even further, as an accessible “on ramp” for expanding digital tool use amongst offline MSMEs.
HOW MSMEs MANAGE KEY BUSINESS ACTIVITIES

Surveyed MSMEs reported recently using a variety of both online and offline tools to manage business activities, with Facebook apps more frequently used than other digital tools for every business activity about which MSMEs were asked. However, both surveyed online and offline MSMEs predominantly reported using offline methods\textsuperscript{xviii} in the past 30 days to conduct the key business activities about which they were asked. This finding indicates that there is untapped potential to increase MSME digital tool use across India. An interview with Meenal Velani, the owner of retail and e-commerce MSME Hiccup, shows how one small business in India is using social media to create meaningful content about women’s health and build a sense of community with her followers. See page 19 for full case study.

Similar percentages of surveyed online MSMEs reported they used WhatsApp for each business activity about which they were asked \textsuperscript{xix}:

- 17% of online MSMEs reported that they used WhatsApp to market to customers in the past 30 days
- 18% of online MSMEs reported that they used WhatsApp to communicate with customers in the past 30 days
- 19% of online MSMEs reported that they used WhatsApp to communicate with suppliers in the past 30 days
- 17% of online MSMEs reported that they used WhatsApp to conduct customer research in the past 30 days
- 12% of online MSMEs reported that they used WhatsApp to hire or find new employees in the past 30 days

\textsuperscript{xviii} The term “offline methods” includes face-to-face interaction, paper-based methods such as letters, fliers or billboards, and through a telephone call, SMS, or text message (does not include WhatsApp).

\textsuperscript{xix} Difference between use of WhatsApp to communicate with customers in the past 30 days and use of WhatsApp for hiring or finding new employees in the past 30 days is statistically significant per Chi-squared goodness of fit test, adjusted p < 0.05.

Difference between use of WhatsApp to communicate with customers in the past 30 days and use of WhatsApp for marketing to customers in the past 30 days is not statistically significant per Chi-squared goodness of fit test, adjusted p > 0.05.

Difference between use of WhatsApp to communicate with customers in the past 30 days and use of WhatsApp for doing customer research in the past 30 days is not statistically significant per Chi-squared goodness of fit test, adjusted p > 0.05.
Digital payment tools, Facebook apps, and email were the most frequently used digital tools among surveyed microenterprises, small businesses, and medium-sized businesses

A higher percentage of surveyed medium-sized businesses reported business-related digital tool usage than either small businesses or microenterprises across all three time periods: prior to COVID-19, during COVID-19, and in the past 30 days. More specifically, 75 percent of surveyed medium-sized businesses, 67 percent of surveyed small businesses, and 54 percent of surveyed microenterprises reported that they had ever used digital tools for business purposes prior to the COVID-19 pandemic. These percentages increased to 77 percent for medium-sized businesses, 71 percent for small businesses, and 58 percent for microenterprises in the past year since COVID-19, then dipped slightly to 73 percent (medium-sized businesses), 69 percent (small businesses), and 56 percent (microenterprises). It is important to note that a higher percentage of surveyed microenterprises and surveyed small businesses reported using digital tools in the past 30 days than prior to COVID-19, which suggests that surveyed microenterprises and small businesses have likely continued using digital tools that they started using during COVID-19. It is not clear why surveyed medium-sized businesses reported lower digital tool usage rates for business purposes in the past 30 days than prior to COVID-19, though overall usage rates remained relatively high. Despite lower digital tool usage rates among surveyed microenterprises, about the same percentage of surveyed online microenterprises (51 percent) reported that digital tools were important or essential to keeping their business running during COVID-19 as surveyed small businesses (50 percent) and surveyed medium-sized businesses (46 percent). This finding could indicate that digital tools played an outsized role in surveyed microenterprises’ responses to the pandemic, despite lower overall usage rates.

Surveyed MSMEs of each business size reported often using digital payment tools, Facebook apps, and email for their businesses prior to COVID-19, during COVID-19, and in the past 30 days. Echoing other findings presented in this report, digital payment tools were the most frequently reported digital tools across surveyed MSMEs of all three sizes in each time period. However, surveyed small businesses – not surveyed medium-sized businesses – reported the highest rates of digital payment tool usage for business purposes across each time period: 54 percent prior to the COVID-19 pandemic (compared to 46 percent for surveyed medium-sized businesses and 41 percent for surveyed microenterprises), 60 percent in the past year during COVID-19 (compared to 51 percent for surveyed medium-sized businesses and 46 percent for surveyed microenterprises), and 57 percent in the past 30 days (compared to 46 percent for surveyed medium-sized enterprises and 44 percent for surveyed microenterprises). These survey results echo the findings of a Fedex survey of 120 SMEs across 18 cities in India conducted in late 2020, which (as stated previously) found that 76 percent of surveyed small and 60 percent of medium businesses reported that they saw an increase in digital payments made to them since the pandemic started. Further, Facebook apps were the second-most frequently used digital tool among surveyed microenterprises and surveyed small businesses and third-most for surveyed medium-sized enterprises across all three time periods. However, email was the second-most frequently reported digital tool for surveyed medium-sized businesses across all time periods, but third-most for surveyed microenterprises and surveyed small businesses. This finding could indicate that Facebook apps were perceived as more accessible to – or were generally better-known – among microenterprises and small businesses, though more research would be required.

xx Use of digital tools in the past year by business size is statistically significant per Chi-squared test of independence, adjusted p < 0.05.

xxi Use of digital tools in the past 30 days by business size is statistically significant per Chi-squared test of independence, adjusted p < 0.05.

xxii For both digital tool use in past 30 days and digital tool use in the past year, differences by business size is statistically significant per Chi-squared test of independence, adjusted p < 0.05.

xxiii Among microenterprises, difference in use of digital tools for business purposes in the past 30 days and use of digital tools for business purposes prior to COVID-19 is statistically significant per Chi-squared goodness of fit test, adjusted p < 0.05.

xxiv Digital payments were tied with Facebook apps and email (46 percent each) among medium-sized businesses prior to the COVID-19 pandemic as the most frequently used digital tool for business purposes.

xxv Use of digital payment tools for business purposes in each time frame by business size is statistically significant per Chi-squared test of independence, adjusted p < 0.05.

xxvi Digital payments were tied with Facebook apps and email (46 percent each) among medium-sized businesses prior to the COVID-19 pandemic as the most frequently used digital tool for business purposes.
A higher percentage of surveyed online MSMEs reported using Facebook apps than other digital tools to conduct each business activity about which they were asked xxvii...

- 18% of online MSMEs reported that they used Facebook apps to market to customers in the past 30 days.
- 5% of online MSMEs reported that they used other digital tools to market to customers in the past 30 days.
- 19% of online MSMEs reported that they used Facebook apps to communicate with customers in the past 30 days.
- 7% of online MSMEs reported that they used other digital tools to communicate with customers in the past 30 days.
- 21% of online MSMEs reported that they used Facebook apps to communicate with suppliers in the past 30 days.
- 6% of online MSMEs reported that they used other digital tools to communicate with suppliers in the past 30 days.
- 18% of online MSMEs reported that they used Facebook apps to do customer research in the past 30 days.
- 5% of online MSMEs reported that they used other digital tools to do customer research in the past 30 days.
- 13% of online MSMEs reported that they used Facebook apps to hire or find new employees in the past 30 days.
- 4% of online MSMEs reported that they used other digital tools to hire or find new employees in the past 30 days.

xxvii Difference between use of Facebook apps and use of other digital tools for each business activity in question is statistically significant per Chi-squared goodness of fit test, adjusted p < 0.05.
...And a higher percentage of surveyed online MSMEs stated that Facebook apps were very important for each business activity about which they were asked than other digital tools... 

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Facebook Apps</th>
<th>Other Digital Tools</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Marketing to customers</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communicating with suppliers</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hiring and finding new employees</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

...but a large majority of surveyed online MSMEs reported using offline methods to conduct each business activity about which they were asked:

- 84% of online MSMEs reported that they used offline methods to market to customers in the past 30 days
- 90% of online MSMEs reported that they used offline methods to communicate with customers in the past 30 days
- 91% of online MSMEs reported that they used offline methods to communicate with suppliers in the past 30 days
- 86% of online MSMEs reported that they used offline methods to do customer research in the past 30 days
- 77% of online MSMEs reported that they used offline methods to hire or find new employees in the past 30 days

xxviii Difference between percent reporting Facebook apps as very important and percent reporting other digital tools as very important for each business activity in question is statistically significant per Chi-squared goodness of fit test, adjusted p < 0.05.
The lowest percentage of surveyed offline MSMEs reported using offline methods to hire or find new employees, compared to other business activities about which they were asked:

78% of offline MSMEs reported that they used offline methods to market to customers in the past 30 days
80% of offline MSMEs reported that they used offline methods to communicate with customers in the past 30 days
80% of offline MSMEs reported that they used offline methods to communicate with suppliers in the past 30 days
76% of offline MSMEs reported that they used offline methods to do customer research in the past 30 days
59% of offline MSMEs reported that they used offline methods to hire or find new employees in the past 30 days

Surveyed offline MSMEs reported using face-to-face interactions to conduct the key business activities about which they were asked at a higher rate than paper-based methods or telephone calls, SMS, or text messages:

76% of offline MSMEs reported that they used face-to-face to communicate with customers in the past 30 days
20% of offline MSMEs reported that they used telephone calls, SMS or text messages to communicate with customers in the past 30 days
1% of offline MSMEs reported that they used paper-based methods (e.g. letters, fliers) to communicate with customers in the past 30 days

58% of offline MSMEs reported that they used face-to-face to hire or find new employees in the past 30 days
15% of offline MSMEs reported that they used telephone calls, SMS or text messages to hire or find new employees in the past 30 days
<1% of offline MSMEs reported that they used paper-based methods (e.g. letters, fliers) to hire or find new employees in the past 30 days

xxix The term “offline methods” includes face-to-face interaction; paper-based methods such as letters, fliers or billboards; and through a telephone call, SMS, or text message (does not include WhatsApp).
xxx Difference between offline MSMEs who reported they used offline methods or hire or find new employees and all other listed business activities is statistically significant per Chi-squared goodness of fit test, adjusted p > 0.05.
xxxi Difference between use of face-to-face interaction and use of telephone calls, SMS, or text message for each business activity in question among offline MSMEs is statistically significant per Chi-squared goodness of fit test, adjusted p < 0.05.
Surveyed MSMEs’ digital tool use to sell goods and services remained the same during COVID-19

Selling goods and services is a key business activity for all MSMEs. In the survey, 21 percent of surveyed MSMEs in India reported that they have ever used digital tools to sell goods and services. In terms of COVID-19-related digital tool usage for sales, 17 percent of surveyed MSMEs reported using digital tools to sell goods and services across all three time periods about which they were surveyed: prior to COVID-19, in the past year since COVID-19, and in the past 30 days. This survey finding indicates that surveyed MSMEs did not increase their digital tool usage for sales purposes during the pandemic.

Surveyed MSMEs reported ever having difficulty communicating with customers at a higher rate than hiring or finding new employees:

- 38% of MSMEs reported ever having difficulty marketing to customers
- 40% of MSMEs reported ever having difficulty communicating with customers
- 42% of MSMEs reported ever having difficulty communicating with suppliers
- 42% of MSMEs reported ever having difficulty doing customer research
- 33% of MSMEs reported ever having difficulty hiring or finding new employees

---

**Note:**
- Difference between use of digital tools to sell goods and services in the past year and prior to COVID-19 is not statistically significant per Chi-squared goodness of fit test, adjusted p > 0.05.
- Difference between use of digital tools to sell goods and services in the past year and in the past 30 days is not statistically significant per Chi-squared goodness of fit test, adjusted p > 0.05.
- Difference between difficulty in communicating with customers and difficulty in marketing to customers is not statistically significant per Chi-squared goodness of fit test, adjusted p > 0.05.
- Difference between difficulty in communicating with customers and difficulty in hiring or finding new employees is statistically significant per Chi-squared goodness of fit test, adjusted p < 0.05.
Driven by their desire to make sustainable and affordable menstrual products more accessible across India, Meenal Velani and her business partner started a business selling menstrual cups (reusable feminine hygiene products) in 2019. With her background in marketing, she realized that she could import her products from trusted companies and sell them online to consumers and small stores across India. “At any time, there are 600 million people menstruating in India. We wanted to create something that’s widely accessible to rural and urban areas for people across all socioeconomic backgrounds.” She soon plans to start her own factory, to have control over all materials and support India’s domestic manufacturing sector.

Soon after Hiccup’s founding, Meenal and her business partner began using digital tools to sell their products and educate their online audience about the social and environmental benefits of menstrual cups. After launching Hiccup’s website in 2019, she quickly realized that she needed more analytics and insights about Hiccup’s reach and its typical user journey. To get more nuanced information on customer acquisition and how her online content was performing, Meenal pivoted to social media.

Meenal uses Instagram and Facebook to create a sense of community with her followers. She posts educational content about menstruation and sexual health on Instagram, engaging with Hiccup’s followers – the online community she has carefully cultivated – on topics like period poverty and body positivity. “This is a safe space on Instagram to have these conversations. To have meaningful education and engage with women talking about their experiences to build a sense of community.” She also connects to and collaborates with non-governmental organizations, experts, and content creators from niche communities, like people living with endometriosis in India, to produce more content. Similarly, she participates in Facebook groups and communities to connect and interact with her audience. To close sales, she uses Facebook Marketplace and Facebook ads to direct potential customers to Hiccup’s website for product purchase.

During the COVID-19 pandemic, Hiccup started using even more features to share information about their products in new ways. For example, during the lockdown, Meenal noticed people were watching more long-format content than before, so she started using IGLive and Instagram Reels to reach more potential customers and increase Hiccup’s discoverability. According to her, Hiccup is now creating more meaningful content and seeking more innovative collaborations than ever before due to COVID-19-related marketplace changes. With these changes in how Hiccup used social media during the pandemic, Meenal quickly began to see increased online activity and engagement for Hiccup, which translates to increased sales.

By using technology to promote women’s empowerment and by enhancing women’s access to sexual and reproductive health information, Hiccup embodies the values and goals of SDG 5: Gender Equality. By expanding the marketplace for women’s health and wellness products and giving women the information that they need to take control of their bodies, Hiccup is advancing India’s inclusive economic growth agenda.

“When we run Facebook and Instagram ads, we see a massive increase in the number of people who visit our website and engage with us and start following us.”
KEY INSIGHTS FOR POLICYMAKERS

A higher percentage of surveyed online MSMEs reported recently using Facebook apps than other digital tools for each business activity about which they were asked. For example, 21 percent of online MSMEs reported that they used Facebook apps to communicate with suppliers in the past 30 days, compared to just six percent of online MSMEs that reported using other digital tools for this purpose in this timeframe. Similarly, a larger percentage of surveyed online MSMEs also reported that Facebook apps were very important across each business activity about which they were asked, compared with other digital tools. For instance, 13 percent of surveyed online MSMEs reported that Facebook apps were very important for communicating with customers, compared to two percent of surveyed online MSMEs about other digital tools. Especially in the context of India’s 41 percent internet penetration rate, these survey findings suggest that Facebook apps were a particularly important digital tool among surveyed online MSMEs. They also largely align with other external research. For example, MicroSave Consulting (MSC) research published in January 2021 stated that nearly one-third of MSMEs they surveyed in India reported starting to use social media, such as WhatsApp and Facebook, to communicate and accept business orders during the pandemic.

However, offline methods maintained a strong foothold among surveyed online MSMEs across all business activities about which they were asked. For example, 91 percent of online MSMEs reported using offline methods to communicate with suppliers in the past 30 days, and 90 percent reported the same about communicating with customers over the same time period. These survey findings indicate that there is untapped potential to increase digital tool use among surveyed MSMEs in India, an important consideration for stakeholders in the public, private, and development sectors. Given surveyed MSMEs’ frequent reported use of offline methods to conduct key business activities about which they were asked, survey findings also highlighted opportunities where simple and intuitive digital tools could be introduced to help address difficulties that surveyed MSMEs cited. For instance, a third (33 percent) of surveyed MSMEs reported ever having difficulty hiring or finding new employees. At the same time, the smallest percentage of offline MSMEs (59 percent) and online MSMEs (77 percent) reported using offline methods to hire or find new employees in the past 30 days. This suggests that there could be an opportunity to encourage offline and online MSMEs alike to use – or increase their use of – digital tools for functions such as personnel recruitment.
MSMEs DURING THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC

The COVID-19 pandemic posed a challenge for surveyed MSMEs in India. A large majority (84 percent) of surveyed MSMEs reported that their sales decreased during COVID-19 compared to a typical year, and nearly the same percentage (89 percent) reported that their business closed at some point during COVID-19. Half (50 percent) of surveyed online MSMEs reported that digital tools were important or essential to keeping their business running during COVID-19.

Surveyed MSMEs’ sales decreased substantially during the COVID-19 pandemic:

- 84% of MSMEs reported that their sales decreased during COVID-19 compared to a typical year.
- 54% of MSMEs reported that their sales decreased by more than half of a typical year.
- 9% of MSMEs reported that their sales increased or stayed approximately the same during COVID-19 compared to a typical year.
- 89% of MSMEs reported that their business closed at some point during COVID-19.

Digital tools helped some surveyed online MSMEs adapt to the new economic environment:

- 50% of online MSMEs reported that digital tools were important or essential to keeping their business running during COVID-19.
- 55% of online MSMEs reported that digital payment tools helped them adapt to the COVID-19 environment.
- 43% of online MSMEs reported that Facebook apps helped them adapt to the COVID-19 environment.
- 17% of online MSMEs reported that email helped them adapt to the COVID-19 environment.
A higher percentage of surveyed MSMEs in the hospitality sector reported business-related digital tool use prior to COVID-19 and in the past year since COVID-19 than MSMEs in other sectors.

A higher percentage of surveyed MSMEs in the hospitality sector reported business-related digital tool use prior to COVID-19 and in the past year since COVID-19 than MSMEs in the retail and e-commerce sector, manufacturing and industry sector, and professional services sector. More specifically, 75 percent of surveyed MSMEs in the hospitality sector reported that they had ever used digital tools for business purposes prior to the COVID-19 pandemic, compared to 71 percent in manufacturing and industry, 68 percent in professional services, and 55 percent in retail and e-commerce. With the exception of retail and e-commerce, which remained the same at 55 percent, these percentages all increased in the past year during COVID-19: 84 percent of surveyed MSMEs in the hospitality sector reported that they used digital tools for business purposes in the past year since COVID-19, compared to 75 percent of MSMEs in professional services and 73 percent in manufacturing and industry.

Not only did the hospitality sector maintain the highest percentage of surveyed MSMEs reporting that they used digital tools for business purposes during COVID-19, but it also experienced the largest percentage point jump (10) between time periods. This finding indicates that surveyed MSMEs in the hospitality sector were frequent digital tool users, even before the pandemic.

During COVID-19, digital payment tools were the most frequently reported digital tool used for business purposes across all four sectors, followed by Facebook apps. Echoing the above findings, surveyed MSMEs in the hospitality sector reported the highest usage percentages of each digital tool. For example, 75 percent of surveyed MSMEs in hospitality, 63 percent in professional services, 55 percent in manufacturing and industry, and 43 percent in retail and e-commerce reported that they used digital payment tools for business purposes in the past year during the COVID-19 pandemic. Facebook apps were the second-most frequently reported digital tool, with 58 percent of surveyed MSMEs in hospitality, 42 percent in manufacturing and industry, 41 percent in professional services, and 37 percent in retail and e-commerce reporting their use for business purposes in the past year since COVID-19. These findings indicated that MSMEs across sectors reported often using simple and intuitive digital tools to meet their business needs.

---

xxxiv Though this survey finding is lower than expected, it may be due to retail and e-commerce MSMEs being combined into a single sector category, rather than two separate categories.

xxxv Use of digital tools prior to COVID-19 by sector is statistically significant per Chi-squared test of independence, adjusted p < 0.05.

xxxvi Use of digital tools for business purposes in the past year by sector is statistically significant per Chi-squared test of independence, adjusted p < 0.05.

xxxvii Among MSMEs in the hospitality sector, the difference between use of digital tools for business purposes in the past year and digital tools prior to COVID-19 is statistically significant per Chi-squared goodness of fit test, adjusted p < 0.05.

xxxviii Use of digital payment tools for business purposes in the past year by sector is statistically significant per Chi-squared test of independence, adjusted p < 0.05.

xxxix Use of Facebook apps for business purposes in the past year by sector is statistically significant per Chi-squared test of independence, adjusted p < 0.05.
KEY INSIGHTS FOR POLICYMAKERS

Survey results demonstrated that the COVID-19-related economic downturn negatively affected many surveyed MSMEs’ sales. More specifically, a large majority (84 percent) of surveyed MSMEs reported that their sales decreased during COVID-19 compared to a typical year, and over half (54 percent) reported that their sales decreased by more than half of a typical year. To that end, 89 percent of surveyed MSMEs reported that their business closed at some point during the pandemic. These findings align with other external research from India: in the first wave of the Center for Financial Inclusion’s six-wave longitudinal study on COVID-19’s impact on MSMEs in four countries, 89 percent of surveyed MSME owners in India reported a decrease in profits.²⁶ Between waves three and four, the percentage of MSMEs who reported being able to cover expenses with revenue dropped over sixty percentage points.²⁷ Both these findings and external research demonstrate that the COVID-19 pandemic had far-reaching economic impacts on many MSMEs in India.

Further, in the DAI/Ipsos survey, half (50 percent) of surveyed online MSMEs reported that digital tools were important or essential to keeping their business running during COVID-19. Though not universal, this finding indicates the important role that digital tools played in facilitating business resilience for online MSMEs at a key moment during the pandemic. It also suggests that there is untapped potential for surveyed MSMEs to digitize their business operations. In terms of specific digital tools that surveyed online MSMEs reported helping them adapt to the COVID-19 environment, the two most frequently cited responses were digital payment tools (55 percent) and Facebook apps (43 percent). These findings align with external research – for example, a June 2020 MSC research report stated that 57 percent of MSME respondents reported increasing their usage of digital payments during the pandemic and that WhatsApp was surveyed MSMEs’ preferred social media platform to run their business in the post-COVID-19 situation.²⁸ These findings indicate that surveyed online MSMEs in India appeared to favor simple and intuitive digital tools, like Facebook apps and digital payments, while adjusting to new economic conditions. Stakeholders in the public, private, and development sectors have an opportunity to support offline MSMEs with the training and skills needed to adopt these types of digital tools and keep pace with their online peers. This kind of support has the potential to increase the likelihood that offline MSMEs can benefit from increased digitization during India’s journey towards economic recovery.
For surveyed online and offline MSMEs, a lack of knowledge was the most frequently cited difficulty and most challenging difficulty their businesses faced in using digital tools. Both online and offline MSMEs demonstrated low confidence in using digital tools, and respondents from each group reported interest in learning about digital tools to interface with customers.

Both surveyed online and offline MSMEs most frequently cited a lack of knowledge as a difficulty their business faced in using digital tools. Poor or no internet connectivity and high costs were, respectively, the second- and third-most frequently cited difficulties among both groups:

- 42% of online MSMEs reported that lack of knowledge was a difficulty their business faced in using digital tools.
- 51% of offline MSMEs reported that lack of knowledge was a difficulty their business faced in using digital tools.
- 32% of online MSMEs reported that poor or no internet connectivity was a difficulty their business faced in using digital tools.
- 24% of offline MSMEs reported that poor or no internet connectivity was a difficulty their business faced in using digital tools.
- 30% of online MSMEs reported that high cost was a difficulty their business faced in using digital tools.
- 20% of offline MSMEs reported that high cost was a difficulty their business faced in using digital tools.

Both surveyed online and offline MSMEs most frequently cited a need for more knowledge as the most challenging difficulty their business faced in using digital tools:

- 19% of offline MSMEs reported that needing more knowledge was the most challenging difficulty their business faced in using digital tools.
- 14% of online MSMEs reported that needing more knowledge was the most challenging difficulty their business faced in using digital tools.
Surveyed online and offline MSMEs were interested in learning more about digital payments and how to use digital tools to enhance their customer-facing work:

- 41% of online MSMEs reported that they were interested in learning more about using digital tools to make digital payments.
- 21% of offline MSMEs reported that they were interested in learning more about using digital tools to make digital payments.
- 36% of online MSMEs reported that they were interested in learning more about using digital tools to market their business.
- 21% of offline MSMEs reported that they were interested in learning more about using digital tools to market their business.

Surveyed offline MSMEs reported that more education and training would make them more likely to use digital tools:

- 44% percent of offline MSMEs reported that more education and training would make them more likely to use digital tools.
- 20% of offline MSMEs reported that training on how to use digital tools for marketing would benefit their business.
- 20% of offline MSMEs reported that training on how to use digital tools to make digital payments would benefit their business.
- 20% of offline MSMEs reported that training on how to use digital tools to find new customers would benefit their business.

A minority of surveyed online MSMEs reported feeling confident in using digital tools for routine business activities, such as voice calls and internet searches:

- 36% of online MSMEs reported that they felt confident using a phone app or computer program to make a voice call or send a voice note.
- 36% of online MSMEs reported that they felt confident using the internet to find information or help.
- 16% of offline MSMEs reported that they felt confident installing apps or programs on a phone, computer, or tablet.
A much higher percentage of surveyed online MSMEs compared to surveyed offline MSMEs reported that they were self-taught on using digital tools\textsuperscript{xli}

A significantly higher percentage of online MSMEs reported that they learned how to use digital tools from their family or friends and that they were self-taught on digital tools than offline MSMEs. More specifically, 67 percent of online MSMEs reported that they learned how to use digital tools from their family or friends, compared to 30 percent of offline MSMEs – the most frequently reported response across both groups for how they learned to use digital tools. The second most frequently reported response for online and offline MSMEs alike was being self-taught: 51 percent of online MSMEs reported that they were self-taught on how to use digital tools and just 14 percent of offline MSMEs reported the same. Even though online and offline MSMEs had the same top answer options when asked how they learned to use digital tools, the percentage differences between online and offline MSMEs for each suggests that surveyed offline MSMEs had lower levels of digital tool knowledge and familiarity than online MSMEs. These findings could also be due to selection effect, i.e. the self-taught are more likely to be online, as well as being online makes it easier to be self-taught.

**KEY INSIGHTS FOR POLICYMAKERS**

For surveyed online and offline MSMEs alike, a lack of knowledge was the most frequently cited difficulty and most challenging difficulty their business faced in using digital tools. Similarly, poor or no internet connectivity and high costs were the second- and third-most frequently cited difficulties across both groups, respectively. Especially given the overlap between the difficulties that surveyed online and offline MSMEs reported, these findings suggest that stakeholders in the public, private and development sectors could consider investments that address common roadblocks for both online and offline MSMEs. This includes information sharing and capacity-building activities to expand awareness and usage of digital tools. By enabling more MSMEs to come online with fewer disruptions and difficulties, investments that address connectivity issues and the high costs of data and devices could also encourage more MSMEs to come online and/or increase their use of digital tools.

Some surveyed MSMEs, especially online MSMEs, reported an interest in learning more about digital tools to make digital payments and augment their customer-facing work, like marketing their business and finding new customers. A higher percentage of surveyed online MSMEs reported an interest in learning more about digital tools than their offline counterparts across all answer options, suggesting that online MSMEs may already possess a deeper understanding of how digital tools can enhance their business outcomes. However, survey responses also demonstrated low confidence among both surveyed online and offline MSMEs in using digital tools for routine business activities. For example, just 36 percent of online MSMEs reported that they felt confident using the internet to find information or help; only 16 percent of offline MSMEs reported that they felt confident installing apps or programs on a phone, computer, or tablet. This survey finding indicates that, while surveyed online MSMEs may be interested in learning about digital tools, they lack confidence in using them to support their business activities.

---

\textsuperscript{xli} Reported being self-taught in learning to use digital tools by connectivity status (online or offline) is statistically significant per Chi-squared test of independence, adjusted $p < 0.05$. 
CLOSING REMARKS

With continued improvements in internet connectivity and digital literacy and targeted interventions to improve enabling environment barriers such as cost and accessibility, India’s MSME sector will be well-positioned to harness the power of digital tools to improve business outcomes and become more resilient to future economic shocks. Two-thirds (67 percent) of MSMEs surveyed in this study were online, and more than half (55 percent) reported that digital tools such as digital payment tools helped them adapt to the COVID-19 environment. These findings present a rich opportunity for policymakers and other stakeholders to make a case for greater uptake of digital tools among MSMEs and identify targeted solutions addressing poor connectivity, low digital skills, and low user confidence. With Facebook apps outpacing other digital tool usage amongst online respondents, stakeholders could take advantage of the network effect to draw offline businesses into the online world.

Both surveyed online and offline MSMEs report a need for training: surveyed online MSMEs surveyed reported a desire for additional training in specific aspects of using digital tools for business such as making digital payments and marketing, while surveyed offline MSMEs surveyed reported a desire to learn how to use digital tools across common business activities such as marketing their business, making digital payments, and finding new customers. Looking ahead, it will be important to provide targeted, appropriate interventions to address connectivity and digital literacy barriers while continuing to enhance the skills of online MSMEs to further increase their use of digital tools. Promoting equitable digital tool usage within India’s MSME sector will help build an economy resilient to the COVID-19 pandemic and future shocks. MSMEs poised to grow and scale as the pandemic recedes will accelerate economic growth outcomes and support India in achieving its SDG commitments.
Appendix I: Methodology

Overview of the Survey Design

From June 28 to August 13, 2021, Ipsos conducted 1,030 in-person interviews of enterprises via computer-assisted personal interviewing (CAPI) to better understand their use of digital tools as well as their challenges and barriers to digitization.

The sample for the study was defined to include and be limited to India’s micro (one employee), small (two to nine employees) and medium (10 to 249 employees) business populations (summarized as “business size” in the text). In India, there were no official statistics on businesses either by business size or by geography so it was not possible to establish target interview counts of the MSME business population. Due to the lack of reliable official statistics, the data is not considered to be representative of the entire MSME formal and informal business population in India.

Furthermore, due to the lack of business-population statistics, Ipsos was unable to estimate the number of businesses by size, urbanicity, and business-owner gender. In lieu of this, Ipsos set a minimum interview count of 150 for each business size and urbanicity type (urban/rural). In addition, a 150 minimum-interview count for women-owned businesses was set. This means that if 150 interviews were not reached when the final sample size was achieved, then additional interviews would be conducted to oversample women-owned businesses to achieve 150 interviews. In India, this minimum was achieved naturally and no oversample was required.

The minimum interview counts were allocated as shown below, which also shows the actual interview counts achieved from fieldwork:

Target and Actual Interview Counts by Business Size, Urbanicity and Business-Owner Gender in India

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Business Size</th>
<th>Minimum Required</th>
<th>Actual</th>
<th>Urbanicity</th>
<th>Minimum Required</th>
<th>Actual</th>
<th>Business-Owner Gender</th>
<th>Minimum Required</th>
<th>Actual</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Micro</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>401</td>
<td>Urban</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>893</td>
<td>Women</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>207</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>483</td>
<td>Rural</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>137</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>146</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

xli This is one in a series of 13 country reports about micro, small and medium-sized enterprises’ (MSMEs) use of digital tools in North America, South America, South Asia, and Southeast Asia. These are accompanied by a global report, containing a complete description of the research and survey methodology.

xlii Across all business size groupings, employees include the respondent (an owner or top-level manager of the MSME), any full-time employees or workers, and any part-time employees or workers.

xliii For stratification purposes, strata classified as peri-urban/suburban were combined with those designated as rural.
Sample Design

The sample design was a multistage stratified cluster sample. This means that the population was divided into geographic blocs and then through stages, each time selecting a more limited geographic unit until the final sampling unit for interviewing was selected. The geographic and sampling units defined at each stage were the following:

- **PSUs**: Primary sampling units (PSUs) were defined as states. India’s 36 states (including its eight Union territories) were stratified by four regions: North, South, East, and West. A total of eight states were selected with random probability proportional to the number of persons of each state using the census data from the 6th Economic Census, Central Statistical Office (2013). The eight PSUs across the four regions were: New Delhi, Uttar Pradesh, and Punjab (North); Tamil Nadu and Telangana (South); West Bengal (East); and Maharashtra and Gujarat (West).

- **SSU1s**: Secondary sampling units (SSU1s) were defined as districts. The 269 districts in the eight PSUs (out of 748 districts nationally) were then stratified by state. Within each state, one district was randomly chosen from the list using systematic selection for a total of eight districts (SSU1s).

- **SSU2s**: SSU2s were defined as cities. Due to the size and diversity of the country, India required an additional stage of selection whereby districts were stratified into urban areas that included the urban cities, and rural areas that included each district’s fringe peri-urban areas, rural cities, and towns. One city was selected with equal probability out of the compiled list of urban areas within a district. One rural area was selected with equal probability out of the compiled list of peri-urban or rural areas corresponding to a district. Sixteen SSU2s were chosen – one urban and one rural from each SSU1.

- **SSU3s**: SSU3s were defined as commercial business areas within each SSU2. There were no available statistics for the total universe of SSU3s so they were selected using the combined knowledge of the research team and Ipsos’ on-the-ground experience. This analysis took into account meeting target interview counts by urbanicity and business size. Where an SSU2 contained only one commercial business area, that served as the default SSU3. In densely populated business districts, a discretionary SSU3 would be selected to begin the random walk selection of individual businesses.

- **Individual businesses**: Within each SSU3, enumerators identified businesses to contact by using the random walk method. That is, after beginning at a random spot within a demarcated geographic area – which were selected by the project management team based on their knowledge of local business districts – enumerators counted off and approached every Xth business, where “X” was a randomly selected number provided on their interview sheets. First, they walked on the right-hand side of the street and turned right until they had walked around the entire perimeter, then they repeated the same process on the left side of the street. For the purposes of this survey, Ipsos enumerators only made contact with businesses with a storefront, booth or signage. Once a business was identified, enumerators proceeded to gain consent for the interview. If the respondent agreed, the enumerator administered the screening questions and, if qualified, conducted the survey. If a business was not available, or the respondent requested that the interview be rescheduled, enumerators made three attempts to reach the business. If the enumerator was unable to reach the business after these three attempts, then that business was marked as a refusal. Survey participation was completely optional, dependent on explicit respondent consent, and non-compensated. Enumerators administered the screening and survey using pre-programmed tablets for data entry, ensuring consistency in the questionnaire administration.

### Interview Response and Refusal Rates in India

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>CAPI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Contacts</td>
<td>2,191</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Completes</td>
<td>1,030</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Refusals</td>
<td>901</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Response rate</td>
<td>47%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Refusal rate</td>
<td>41%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

xlvi Calculated using AAPOR Response Rate 3 methodology.
xlviii Calculated by dividing the number of refusals by the number of contacts.
Locations for Research in India

The target interview count and actual interview count by region are detailed below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>REGION (AND # OF STATES SELECTED)</th>
<th>TARGET</th>
<th>ACTUAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>East (1 state)</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North (3 states)</td>
<td>375</td>
<td>462</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South (2 states)</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>252</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West (2 states)</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>1,030</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sample Weighting

Based on the fieldwork dispositions, Ipsos applied two weights to the raw survey data to account for regional distribution as well as the variation in non-response by urban and rural designations and by gender.

- **Design weight:** A weight was applied by India’s four regions to adjust the sample to be proportionate to the number of persons within each region as determined by the 2013 Census data mentioned above. As no reliable census of businesses existed, general population counts were more likely to mirror the total (formal and informal) business population.

- **Non-response weight:** Weights were applied by urbanicity (urban/rural) and gender of respondent within strata based on response rates. For example, if an enumerator approached a business in state X with a female respondent, and they were ultimately marked as a refusal, the enumerator would still keep track of the fact that a female respondent was approached. During weighting, state X would be weighted to reflect the number of female and male respondents who were approached. Without these weights, the survey results would be biased by propensity to respond based on respondent gender and urbanicity.

These two weights were combined to create one overall final weight applied to all data points. The design effect for India is 1.26⁴⁹

Ipsos carefully considered a broad spectrum of weights to be applied. Two in particular — business-size and cross-national — were not applied. A business-size weight was not applied because no reliable data exists in India against which to weight. A cross-national weight, to enable comparison across countries in this series of reports, was not applied because there were no reliable data sources that could account for sampling differences across all countries in fieldwork timing and survey modes.

Due to the limitations of the weighting strategy discussed here, the sample should not be considered to be wholly representative of formal and informal businesses in India.

COVID-19 Protocols

Extensive COVID-19 protocols were observed during CAPI interviews: only two to three people were allowed at each interview location, two meters apart. Enumerators wore masks and gloves during all interviews – which they removed, cleaned, and stored or disposed of after every six hours of wear – and sanitized their hands before and after every interview.

Limitations to the Survey Design

While every effort was made to ensure representativeness of the data, there are several limitations to the survey design. In terms of coverage limitations, the use of random walk sampling methods in urban and non-urban areas could mean that MSMEs associated with certain characteristics could have a higher likelihood of agreeing to participate in the survey. For example, a grocery store owner would be more apt to agree to participate in a survey during slow business hours than an MSME owner engaged in physical labor. This may lead to overcoverage or undercoverage of certain business sector types.

Another key coverage limitation relates to the exclusion of any household-based businesses without signage or storefronts. The random walk methodology may also limit the inclusion of multiple businesses at the same location. For multi-storey buildings, enumerators were instructed...
to treat the building as part of the random walk and choose one MSME from the location for screening and consent (or multiple MSMEs, depending on the interval and building size). However, if multiple businesses were operating from one space or location in the building, only one would be eligible. This limitation also applied to multiple businesses sharing a stand or booth as only one of the business owners or top-level managers would be screened for qualification and consent.

In terms of geographic coverage limitations, firms selected for interviews were from targeted areas listed above; all firms outside of these areas were not included in the sampling frame.

There were also limitations resulting from COVID-19 specific challenges. These included the impact of social distancing-related restrictions on response and completion rates and the impact of COVID-19 on respondent business outcomes and behavior. Although this study accounts for unit non-response weighting on certain characteristics, there is no way to weigh on unobservables such as individual propensity to participate in a survey during a pandemic.

An additional key limitation related to weighting was the lack of post-stratification weights, particularly for national-level calculations and estimates. Without complete data on formal and informal MSMEs for benchmarking, it was not possible to implement post-survey adjustments to reflect the true composition of India’s SME structure. Although the sampling process captured variation in India’s MSME structure regarding size, industry, and individual characteristics of business owners, any national-level figures were not adjusted or corrected to reflect business population characteristics.

Finally, the use of multistage cluster sampling represents a limitation on the precision of estimates. This may have led to larger standard errors for estimation at a detriment to the overall precision of results.
NOTES ON ANALYSIS

The primary methods of analysis used in this report are ratio estimations and Rao & Scott’s Chi-squared test of Independence to determine statistical significance. All questions required a response to be entered, enabling the interviewer to continue to the next question. All questions included a “don’t know” option code and a “refused” option code. These were considered valid responses and were included in the base for a question. The percentage of respondents that refused to answer a question they were eligible for ranged from zero to 14 percent, depending on the question.

Reported survey results were calculated with a base of all respondents (the total sample), or on all surveyed online MSMEs or surveyed offline MSMEs. The base is specified for each data point; sample sizes for both online and offline MSMEs are smaller than the base of all surveyed MSMEs. Certain data points may also reflect results for a subgroup of respondents, such as women-owned businesses or those within a region.

Footnotes are included throughout the report to make note of the analyses conducted, including the corresponding statistical tests and associated outputs. For all tests of statistical significance, the results should be interpreted as levels of association and not causality. The main criterion for determining statistical significance is the 95 percent confidence level. For each disaggregate percentage estimation highlighted in the report, the p-value in relation to alpha (less than or equal to .05 or greater than .05) is reported as a footnote.

Additionally, findings and results reported here should not be considered representative of India’s MSME sector due to the limited geographic scope of the survey and the limitations to the survey design mentioned above.
## APPENDIX II: SUMMARY OF MSME AND RESPONDENT CHARACTERISTICS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CATEGORICAL VARIABLES</th>
<th>UNWEIGHTED N</th>
<th>UNWEIGHTED %</th>
<th>WEIGHTED %</th>
<th>UNWEIGHTED STDERR</th>
<th>WEIGHTED STDERR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Online Status</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Offline</td>
<td>322</td>
<td>31.3</td>
<td>33.1</td>
<td>1.45</td>
<td>1.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Online</td>
<td>708</td>
<td>68.7</td>
<td>66.9</td>
<td>1.45</td>
<td>1.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gender Ownership</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Men-owned</td>
<td>819</td>
<td>79.5</td>
<td>79.9</td>
<td>1.26</td>
<td>1.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women-owned</td>
<td>207</td>
<td>20.1</td>
<td>19.8</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>1.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Don’t know</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Urbanicity</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rural</td>
<td>137</td>
<td>13.3</td>
<td>12.4</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>1.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suburban</td>
<td>241</td>
<td>23.4</td>
<td>23.8</td>
<td>1.32</td>
<td>1.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urban</td>
<td>652</td>
<td>63.3</td>
<td>63.9</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Business Size</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Micro</td>
<td>401</td>
<td>38.9</td>
<td>37.9</td>
<td>1.52</td>
<td>1.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>14.2</td>
<td>16.3</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>1.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small</td>
<td>483</td>
<td>46.9</td>
<td>45.8</td>
<td>1.56</td>
<td>1.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Business Vertical</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agriculture and food production</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hospitality</td>
<td>321</td>
<td>31.2</td>
<td>27.3</td>
<td>1.44</td>
<td>1.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manufacturing and industry</td>
<td>139</td>
<td>13.5</td>
<td>14.2</td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td>1.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professional services</td>
<td>127</td>
<td>12.3</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retail and e-commerce</td>
<td>237</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>25.5</td>
<td>1.31</td>
<td>1.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>139</td>
<td>13.5</td>
<td>16.4</td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td>1.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Region</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East</td>
<td>134</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North</td>
<td>462</td>
<td>44.9</td>
<td>33.6</td>
<td>1.55</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South</td>
<td>252</td>
<td>24.5</td>
<td>22.2</td>
<td>1.34</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>17.7</td>
<td>15.2</td>
<td>1.19</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner Education</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No formal education or less than Primary education</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary education</td>
<td>149</td>
<td>14.6</td>
<td>13.5</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary education</td>
<td>420</td>
<td>41.1</td>
<td>40.7</td>
<td>1.54</td>
<td>1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University education or higher (degree)</td>
<td>340</td>
<td>33.2</td>
<td>34.9</td>
<td>1.47</td>
<td>1.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vocational or technical education or training</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Don’t know</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Refused</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Numerical Variables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Unweighted N</th>
<th>Unweighted Mean</th>
<th>Weighted Mean</th>
<th>Unweighted SD</th>
<th>Weighted SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Respondent Age</td>
<td>1,030</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>11.4</td>
<td>38.9</td>
<td>11.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business Age</td>
<td>1,020</td>
<td>17.2</td>
<td>87.4</td>
<td>19.7</td>
<td>100.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Owners</td>
<td>1,030</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>8.1</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>12.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. Other possible response options: Don’t know (0), Refused (0).
2. Businesses in operation less than one year (51) coded as 0. Other possible response options: Don’t know (4), Refused (6).
3. Other possible response options: Don’t know (0), Refused (0).
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